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Occurrence
An Occurrence is an event, incident, or

condition that causes damage. 

For example, a lightning bolt
striking a house is an

Occurrence, as is a fire in the
kitchen, hail denting a car, or a

vandal breaking a window.  
These are all unexpected events

that cause damage. 

Example – gutters damaged due to ice dam



Proximate Cause
Proximate cause is a legal concept that

relates to the connection between an injury
and the event that caused the injury.

 

Proximate cause is a key principle of insurance and is
concerned with how the loss or damage actually

occurred and whether it is indeed as a result of an
insured peril.



Proximate Cause vs
Occurrence

Example - let’s say a car crashes into a house and
catches fire. When the fire department puts out the
car fire, the water causes thousands of dollars of

water damage to the flooring.   The car crashing into
the house is the Proximate Cause of all the resulting
damage: the hole in the wall, the fire damage, the

smoke damage, and the water damage.

Source: CBS Pittsburgh



Proximate
Cause vs
Occurrence

Causes damage that then leads to more damage. 
Is the proximate cause of all resulting losses

The original occurrence: 

Source: CBS Pittsburgh



Direct Loss
A loss is a reduction in value of property, or an

expense caused by an occurrence. Losses fall into
two general categories: direct and indirect.  

In insurance, a Direct Loss is a loss to property or
persons in which a covered peril is the proximate

cause of damage. 
Put otherwise, Direct Loss means physical harm to

tangible property caused by a peril. 



Direct Loss
 

In our earlier example of a car crashing into a tree,
direct losses include the hole created in the wall,

the part of the house burned by the fire, the smoke
damage throughout the house, and the flooring

destroyed by the water. 
All these damages are a direct loss from the

proximate cause: the car crashing into the house



Indirect Loss

Conversely, Indirect Loss is an economic loss that
results from the direct, or physical, loss. 

Let's continue with our example of a car crashing
into a house. As a result of the structural damage

to the home, as well as the fire and water damage,
the residents would have to rent a hotel room while

their home is being repaired. The hotel bill is an
Indirect Loss, an economic consequence of the

direct losses to the house.



Indirect Loss

An economic loss that results from a direct loss
 

Direct vs indirect loss:
Direct loss: physical damage

Indirect loss: added expenses of lost income
because of physical damage



Proximate Cause
& More



Direct vs Indirect
Loss

Here's another example. Let's say a fire burns
down a garage where a bakery keeps its delivery
trucks. The loss of the trucks is, of course, a direct

loss: physical harm to tangible property. 
 

But the bakery still has to deliver its products to
stores, so the owner has to rent a fleet of trucks to

deliver them. The cost to rent these trucks
represents an economic loss to the bakery, so it
would qualify as an Indirect Loss resulting from

the warehouse fire.



Occurrence___________________
Proximate Cause of Loss
__________________________

Can You 
Define?



An adjuster must stay on her toes to determine fairly what a
claim should cover. 

Covered Damages
If caused by a covered peril
If their proximate cause was a covered peril

Damages are covered:

If an insurer guarantees protection from damages resulting
from a specific peril, then the insurer must compensate the
policyholder for all the damages related to the unbroken
chain of events that began with the covered peril.  



Covered Damages
If caused by a covered peril
If their proximate cause was a covered peril

Damages are covered:

The damage must directly result from the proximate cause. 
If wind blows off part of a roof and rain pours through the
hole, causing damage to drywall and flooring, all losses would
likely be covered. 

If during the repairs it is found that the chimney is cracked
and in need of repair, that would not be covered without proof
that the crack was a result - direct result - of the very same
windstorm. 



Two types of Claims:
First Party Claim
Third Party Claim

Types of Insurance
Claims



An insurance claim is defined as the insured's official demand for payment from
the insurer in accordance with the terms of a policy. 

Once a policyholder has filed a claim, he is considered a claimant. 

If the claimant's damages or losses fall under the terms of his insurance contract,
he has an immediate right to demand payment from his insurer according to the
terms of the contract. 

Types of Insurance
Claims



Is filed by the policyholder against his or her own insurance policy
Must be paid by policyholder’s own insurer.

First Party Claim 

A first party claim is when a policyholder demands a payment from her
own insurer who, in turn, directly indemnifies her.
Always paid by the policyholder's insurer, never any other insurer, and the
payee is always the insured.

Types of Insurance
Claims



Is filed by the policyholder against his or her own insurance policy
Must be paid by policyholder’s own insurer.

First Party Claim 

For instance, If you insure your home against hail damage with Best
Insurance, and a hailstorm damages your roof, you'll make a first party
claim to Best Insurance to recover the damages, and they'll send you a
check.

Types of Insurance
Claims



Is a claim filed against an insurance policy by anyone other than the
person named on that policy.

Third Party Claim 

Another example would be if a customer slips in a puddle of water in a
grocery store and breaks his leg, he may file a third party claim against the
insurer of the grocery store.

In other words, if you injure someone else or damage their property, that
person would file a third party claim, to your insurer, against you.

Types of Insurance
Claims



For example, if you failed to stop at a stop sign and were injured when
you hit another driver’s car, you should file a first party insurance claim
with your auto insurance provider.

Most people and businesses who have liability insurance are covered in
the event that their negligence causes someone to suffer a personal
injury. 

If you caused the accident that led to your injuries, you should file a first
party insurance claim with your insurer. 

Types of Insurance
Claims



First Party Claim
___________________
Third Party Claim
___________________

Can You 
Define?



Self Check
 

Conclusion
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Every training. 

Career
In A Hurry? Let's Talk

Money Later. 



Claims Adjusters Community

E-mail Address
advisors@majoradjusters.com

Contact Us
How to reach us

@ClaimsAdjuster @Major Adjusters @ClaimsAdjusteroftheYear


